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Topics of interest include, but are not limited to: 

– Reconfigurable RF filters with ultra-adaptive capabilities

– Co-designed RF passive and active components (filtering

power dividers, filtering matching networks, filtering amplifiers,

etc)

– Multi-band RF passive and active components

– Adaptive multi-interference cancellation RF circuits

– Reconfigurable, multi-band, and/or co-designed antennas with

integrated filters/amplifiers

– RF passive components with co-integrated sensing abilities

– RF sensor systems with multiple operational modes

– Multi-purpose RF wireless-communication passive and/or active

devices and sub-systems

– Co-designed wireless-communications/sensing RF platforms

– Adaptive spectrum sharing and spectrum efficiency

enhancement techniques

Emerging applications in the wireless field (e.g., Beyond-5G, Internet-of-Things (IoT), Internet-of-Space (IoS)) demand highly-versatile RF 
circuits and systems with enhanced performance. Ultra-reconfiguration and multi-functionality are becoming essential in the development 
of advanced RF hardware which will be essential in modern wireless systems, as demonstrated by the growing interests in this area during 
the last few years. However, important efforts still need to be made to further extend the electronic-reconfiguration limits of these devices 
as well as the variety of RF co-designed functionalities that can be performed in the same circuit allowing for smaller-size, lower-loss, and 
more-efficient solutions. Furthermore, such challenges must be addressed not only at the RF-circuit and component level, but also at the 
system level by creating completely-new RF platforms that can adapt their operation even to both wireless-communications and sensing 
tasks. The purpose of this Special Issue is to cover recent research findings in this area of co-designed and ultra-adaptive RF circuits and 
systems, as a major topic in the RF/wireless field. It will serve as a valuable resource for both researchers and practitioners to understand 
the state-of-the-art and to introduce them to the challenges of emerging wireless systems. 
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From January 2021, The IET will begin an Open Access publishing partnership with Wiley. As a result, all 
submissions that are accepted for this Special Issue will be published under the Gold Open Access Model 
and subject to the Article Processing Charge (APC) of $2,800. For further information on APCs, and 
support for APCs including Wiley’s institutional agreements and Research4Life initiative which offers 
waivers and automatic discounts for certain countries, please see our FAQs. To submit your paper and for 
more information about the journal please visit our website and read our Author Guide. 
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